Updated: All our regular classes are temporarily suspended
with online classes being offered during this time
Contact us at info@miniminds.comhk or 2808-1282 to schedule your online sessions!
We hope you that you and your family are staying healthy and safe!
In light of recent Hong Kong public events, we have since been developing our curriculum to be available
online in a way that we believe only minimal adult guidance will be required.
With the latest coronavirus situation and keeping your children’s health and safety as our utmost concern, we
have decided to make our classes available online for all course levels starting week of Feb 17th (Mon) via
Zoom for the time being.
We hope this will ensure the continual progress of your child’s learning and also provide support to families
during this unusual time.
To schedule online sessions or arrange alternative arrangement, please email us at info@miniminds.com.hk (in
English or Chinese) or call us at 2808-1282.
Due to many incoming calls and emails, we apologize in advance for our delayed response. We will try our best
to get back to you as soon as possible.
We will resume our regular classes as soon as the situation settles, and we look forward to welcoming all the
smiley faces again! Be rest assured that we have heightened our hygiene and safety measures, including
setting up multiple air-purifiers and alcohol-based sanitizers located throughout the centre and other standard
increased measures. Click here for more details.
We hope you that you and your family are staying healthy and safe!
About our online classes via Zoom:
In light of recent Hong Kong public events, we have since been developing our curriculum to be available
online in a way that we believe only minimal adult guidance will be required.
All our online classes are conducted by our team of teachers and are designed to ensure interactive
engagement with your child with most of the sessions as real-time.
Please email info@miniminds.ocm.hk to schedule these online classes and we’ll try our best to accomodate
your child’s schedule.
We’ll be using Zoom, an online video conferencing platform that connects teachers and students virtually
allowing teachers to engage with the students and ensure the students are able to have an interactive
experience in the online classroom.
Set up is simple too – all you need is a smart phone, ipad or computer/laptop with stable internet connection,
and earphones/headphones.
For those joining our online classes, we will provide details on set up and guidelines including a video demo and
you can always reach out to our staff for support to ensure it will be a smooth online classroom experience for
your child.

miniENGLISH (40-min live online session, max 2 students),$475/lesson or apply credit from Jan/Feb payment
Through our online platform, students will have a chance to practise their conversational English with our
teachers in a small group setting with max 2 children. The lessons will be theme-based with similar discussion
and activities as regular class. With only max 2 children each class, teacher can focus on the language and
development needs of your child while keeping the fun dynamics of a small group interaction.
miniPHONICS (40-min live online session, max 2 students) $475/lesson or apply credit from Jan/Feb payment
During the online interactive sessions, students will cover the same lesson in their phonics workbook as regular
class in a small class setting.
- Phonics 1: Students will review letter names and sounds we have covered already, as well as being
introduced to two new letter names and sounds. Students will trace letter shapes in their book and
complete the exercises with the teacher.
- Phonics 1b: Students will review vowel sounds together and then review two letters, with blending
practice for each student. We will complete workbook activities as a class, and students will trace letter
shapes in their book.
- Phonics 2: Students will review vowel sounds together and then review two letters, with blending
practice for each student. We will complete workbook activities as a class, and students will trace letter
shapes in their book.
With only max 2 children each class, teacher can focus on the language and development needs of your child
while keeping the fun dynamics of a small group interaction.
miniSTARTERS (45-min viewing a guided video + 15 min 1:1 live online session) $475/lesson or apply credit from
Jan/Feb payment
Each week, your child will complete the same lesson as regular class using their Starters workbook by watching
a guided video for the reading passage and exercise. They will be following along with the board work and
bookwork as instructed by the teacher. This will be followed by a scheduled 15-min 1:1 online session with the
teacher reviewing exercises and offering your child additional support specific to your child’s needs.
Primary levels – Steppers, Learners & Writers
Steppers & Learners: $2,880 covering a full topic & writing cycle same as 4 regular classes ($720 x 4)
Writers: $2980 covering a full topic & writing cycle same as 4 regular classes ($745 x 4)
* or apply credit from Jan/Feb payment


Each topic will be covered in 4 live online sessions - a combination of two 90-min group Zoom live online
sessions and two 20-min 1:1 live Zoom online sessions.



Students will follow the same lesson plan structure as group classes by joining 1 live online class each
week - either group or 1:1. All discussion-based lessons (brainstorms, model compositions) will be
conducted as 90-min group live online sessions to facilitate the sharing of ideas as students would in
their regular classes. All draft-writing lessons will be conducted as 20-min 1:1 live online sessions with your
child in order to best provide guidance with their writing that can be tailored to your child and their
learning needs. These 1:1 live sessions will also allow the teacher to provide personalised feedback on
any submitted homework.



Our teaching team strongly recommends students to complete a full topic in order to fully benefit from
the comprehensive writing stages (brainstorming, planning, 1 st draft, model composition, 2nd draft…etc)
to maximize their learning. For our online classes, each topic is 4 lessons, and when classes resume as
normal, instead of online sessions, the regular class will continue with the topic’s lesson plan in a regular
group setting.

* We understand some students may not be suitable for online classes, in which case, we will make alternative
arrangements for you.
Feel free to contact us at info@miniminds.com.hk regarding your preference. Our staff will also try to reach you
in the coming week to follow up with arrangements accordingly.

Whatspp Tel: 9490 1504
If you are out of town, we will be calling from a whatsapp # 9490 1504 and you can also reach us during office
hours 10:00am to 7pm (HK time) Please note this whatapp number does not accept whatsapp messages as it is
only set up for long distance calls.
Reminder
Since email or SMS may not always get through, please always visit our website www.miniminds.com.hk for the
latest updates.
Contact us
If you have any questions, please feel free to leave us a voice mail or contact us at info@miniminds.com.hk (in
Chinese or English) and we’ll try our best to get back to you at our earliest convenience. Due to many
incoming calls and emails, we apologize in advance for our delayed response. We will try our best to get back
to you as soon as possible.
Partner with us in prayer
We continue to pray for the Hope of the Lord to fill the city, and may His presence gives you peace and
comfort. ~ Psalm 91
Blessings,
miniMinds

